
respect to those countries that either are land-locked or do not
have a continental shelf .

Consequently, we are prepared to explore, prior to and at the next
session of the conference,the possibility of financial contributions
related to the resources of the continental shelf between 200 miles
from shore and the seaward edge of the continental margin .

This idea is also reflected in the negotiating text . This, of course,
has reference to the conception of revenue-sharing that has been
raised at the conference, and at one stage the Canadian delegation
was authorized by the Government to consider and explore this ques-
tion of financial contributions .

There are, of course, many other important issues referred to in
the more than 300 draft articles in the negotiating text . In sum-
mary, however, I can say without hesitation that this round of work,
or negotiations, in the conference has made great progress . We had
hoped that it would be possible to make even further prôgress . While
a unified text has been produced, which can provide an extremely
useful basis for future negotiations, it has no legal status yet and
will not of itself constitute the proposed convention . Considerable
negotiation is still required . Under these circumstances, as I have
said several times in the House, the Canadian Government, like many
others represented at the conference, will be making a very careful
appraisal of the results of the conference with a view to determin-
ing what further action should be taken to promote the future deve-
lopment of the international law of the sea .

The Canadian Government will be in the forefront of those attempt-
ing to develop equitable and rational solutions to the wide range
of problems which we hope will be finally solved by the conference
at its next session, which we hope will be held early next year .

I think that, if we were not so vitally concerned about the fisher-
ies as we are, we should generally feel that great progress had
been made, and probably, if we were able to establish internation-
ally the regime for the fisheries envisaged in the negotiating text,
we would have no real worries . Because of the possible time-lag in
the ultimate signing of a treaty or a convention which would cover
the fisheries, we obviously are considering and appraising what
steps we might take prior to that possibility, or that eventuality .
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